
After Effects, the basics

Project:
A project can hold many files including: compositions, video footage, audio files, photographs, Photoshop and Illustrator documents. 

It is CRITICAL to organize your files BEFORE importing footage or compositions into AE, so that your files are linked together.

Creating up a new Project:

1. Close the Welcome window.
2. Go to File/New/New Project...
3. Immediately save your project in the appropriate place.

Composition:
The composition is a subset of a project and is the file that you are manipulating to make a motion graphic. You can combine multiple 
compositions to create what is called a nested composition.

         To create a new composition:
         1. Go to Composition/New Composition... 

2. Use the preset according to assignment requirements for resolution/dimensions/frame rate
3. Choose the length and background color of your composition. These can be changed at any point by going to:

  Composition/Composition Settings
         4. Name your composition (do not leave it as comp1)

Import:
Each time you’d like to bring in new footage (video, AI or PS files, audio), you will need to import it into your project.  
There are two different ways to import into AE: as Footage and Composition. Footage is no longer editable, where as importing as a 
composition will retain layers. Make sure to import your files as a composition! (Note: CMYK Photoshop files will not import as layers even if you select composition.) 

Prepping AI or PS files for AfterEffects:
• Make sure to use RGB color space + 72 ppi resolution. 
• When in Illustrator, choose Video and Film as your document Profile and match size to composition settings. 
• Make sure your art is sized large enough in PS/AI so that when you scale in After Effects, you have enough resolution. 
• Any object you would like to animate separately must be on it’s own layer. 
• Make sure to name your layers. 
• Do NOT move files after you import into AE. This will break the link. Organize your files before starting in 
AfterEffects.

          To Import all files into your AE Project:
        1. Go to File/Import/Import file...
        2. Choose either footage or composition depending on your needs.

Timeline:
Located bottom-center in the AE interface, this is where you add keyframes and transformations to change the appearance of your 
composition.  Each layer has its own timeline that can be manipulated separately

Keyframe:
An term left over from traditional hand-drawn cell animation, this refers to the start and endpoints of a transformation.
For example, let’s say you wanted to make the opacity of a particular element go from 0% —> 100% over the course of 5 secs.  You 
would put a keyframe with opacity at 0 at the 0 sec. mark and then another keyframe at 5 secs. with 100% opacity.  After Effects will 
fill in the transition between the two keyframes.

Transform:
There are five basic transformations that you can do using keyframes and the timeline. All of these transitions occur over time.

  Anchor Point:  Moving the anchor point changes the point around which the layer rotates
  Position: Moves the layer across the composition
  Scale:  Changes the size of the layer
  Rotation: Allows you to rotate a layer (either by angle, or by number of rotations)
  Opacity:  Allows you to change the transparency of a layer



Preview/RAM Preview:
There are two different ways to preview a composition. Preview has no audio, and is not always real-time. RAM Preview pre-
renders the composition, so that you can have both audio and real-time animations. However, this often takes much longer. There 
are ways to quicken the previews by reducing resolution or skipping frames. 

Render:
When we are finished with our motion graphics, we need to make a movie (or render the file). Without rendering the movie, 
there is no way to view the motion graphic outside of AfterEffects. Also, as your animations get more complicated, sometimes the 
only way to see the effects in real time is through rendering. However, the more complicated the animation, the longer it takes to 
render.

Rendering your Movie:
1. Go to Composition/Add to Render Queue

       *** Note: if you have already saved your project, this will take you directly to the render queue. If you have not, AE will  
              ask you where to save your file. It is best practice to save your project immediately after creating it (see above).

2. In the render queue, chose:  Render Settings: Best Settings and Output Module: Lossless
       3. If you need to change the name of your file, or where you save it, you can click on the blue filename.mov (under  
       output to:), which will bring up the Apple file save dialog box. If your composition is named comp1, make sure you         
       rename the file to something more meaningful.

4. Click Render

Media Encoder
The Adobe Media Encoder is a seperate piece of software that allows us to convert the lossless .mov file to a variety of files for a 
variety of different purposes. This also allows us to compress the lossless video file so it is not so large. There are MANY different 
file formats and ways to compress footage, it’s quite complicated.

Show only Anchor Point  A
Show only Audio Levels  L
Show only Opacity    T
Show only Positon   P
Show only Rotation   R
Show only Scale   S
Show only Audio Waveform  LL
Set marker at Current Time  *
    (works during preview)
New Composition   command+N
Open Composition Settings  command+K
Import files    command+I
Set beginning or end of  B or N
  work area to current time
Go to beginning or end of work area Shift+Home or Shift+End
Go to next item in time   J or K
   ruler (keyframe, marker, etc)
Start or stop preview   Spacebar
Remove marker   command-click marker

Zoom in (composition view)  . (period)
Zoom out (composition view) , (comma)
Zoom to 100% (composition view) /
Zoom to Fit (composition view) Shift+/
Zoom in time    = (equal sign)
Zoom out time   - (hyphen)
Zoom in Timeline panel  ; (semicolon)
   to single frame
Zoom out in Timeline panel  Shift+; (semicolon)
   to single frame

Useful Shortcuts:


